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Interactive: Timeline of events in anthrax incidents

FBI was told to blame Anthrax scare on
Al Qaeda by White House officials
BY JAMES GORDON MEEK 
DAILY NEWS WASHINGTON BUREAU

Saturday, August 2nd 2008, 6:32 PM

WASHINGTON - In the immediate aftermath of the 2001 anthrax attacks, White
House officials repeatedly pressed FBI Director Robert Mueller to prove it was a
second-wave assault by Al Qaeda, but investigators ruled that out, the Daily News
has learned.

After the Oct. 5, 2001, death from anthrax exposure of Sun photo editor Robert
Stevens, Mueller was "beaten up" during President Bush's morning intelligence
briefings for not producing proof the killer spores were the handiwork of terrorist
mastermind Osama Bin Laden, according to a former aide.

"They really wanted to blame somebody in the Middle East," the retired senior FBI
official told The News.

On October 15, 2001, President Bush said, "There may be some possible link" to
Bin Laden, adding, "I wouldn't put it past him." Vice President Cheney also said Bin
Laden's henchmen were trained "how to deploy and use these kinds of substances,
so you start to piece it all together."

But by then the FBI already knew anthrax spilling out of letters addressed to media
outlets and to a U.S. senator was a military strain of the bioweapon. "Very quickly
[Fort Detrick, Md., experts] told us this was not something some guy in a cave could
come up with," the ex-FBI official said. "They couldn't go from box cutters one week
to weapons-grade anthrax the next."jmeek@nydailynews.com
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khovalyg Aug 4, 2008 8:24:46 PM Report Offensive Post 
So the non-elected bush regime, which said it wants to "cull useless eaters",
wipes its hands of anthrax and stays the lethal course by other means. Sanofi-
Aventis is sending alleged bird flu 'vaccine' (made in China) to the US this
month, so the deliberately engineered pandemic will be released soon. If it's in
late Aug., it will be an excuse for Oct. martial law & KBR concentration camps,
canceling the fake elections. BioShield I & II mandate forced injections and
felonize resistance, but citizens would be fully justified in fighting to the death in
self-defense if anyone tried to forcibly inject them with Anything, particularly flu
'vaccines' that are known to cause disease and death.

BigJake Aug 5, 2008 3:02:59 AM Report Offensive Post 
ABC News needs to out the four sources who allegedly "leaked" false info to
them implicating Iraq.

idzorro Aug 5, 2008 8:15:51 AM Report Offensive Post 
I beleave the anthrax was stolen from Ft. Detrick by terrorists.... and the feds are
barking up the wrong tree again.

ryer Aug 5, 2008 9:17:18 AM Report Offensive Post 
you are still a bunch of whining useless ******* tools. Go suck ****
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Max Fortres Aug 5, 2008 12:01:41 PM Report Offensive Post 
The FBI has film that shows Dr Phillip Zackerie breaking in to the Anthrax
section of the Fort Dertrick Lab. He was Ivins supervisor. Zackerie was fired
previous to the attack for fighting with an Arab associate. Dr Zackerie is a Zionist
Jew, and is believed to be a Mossad spy. Dr Ivins was working with the FBI and
identified the Anthrax strain as a Ft Detrick weaponized strain. They tried to
frame Steven Hatfil, but he sued and won millions of dollars. The FBI then
panicked and murdered their own forensics expert. Once the truth comes out the
blood trail leads directly to the White House. Motive? Patriot Act!

steep Aug 5, 2008 1:57:27 PM Report Offensive Post 
Bush and his master Cheney will never be brought to justice....no way will a
leader from the states ever be brought to the Hague for justice....are you kiddin'
me.....the U.S gov runs the world and even if they were found guilty in the
states, there would be enough controveresy by a great number of Americans
who still believe in them....If McSenile wins, then forget about any kind of
questioning

Sliptonfell Aug 5, 2008 9:14:48 PM Report Offensive Post 
The cynical quote by the ex-FBI agent ("They couldn't go from box cutters one
week to weapons-grade anthrax the next.") reveals that the FBI is no doubt
aware that the government conspiracy tale of "Muslim bogeymen" pulling off the
911 attacks is a hoax. Don't expect the FBI to develop any courage and arrest
any of the real guilty parties, however, as those agents still need to keep their
jobs, right? For all the government claims that Osama did the job, the FBI does
not want Osama for that caper. Wonder why? The FBI says there is no evidence
linking Osama to the crime..

Tom2007 Aug 5, 2008 9:55:30 PM Report Offensive Post 
Another example of the bush debacle known as the war on terror.Pathetic!

superchez111 Aug 6, 2008 9:03:44 AM Report Offensive Post 
What a shock another Bush administration lie. By the wat a vote for McCain is a
vote for Bush.

bklynyc Aug 6, 2008 1:55:41 PM Report Offensive Post 
It's a shocker that this story is bringing out all the Liberal conspiracy theorists.

Click Here to see all comments or to Report Abuse
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